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RE: Frivolous Harassment Law Suit filed by Wurstkuche Owners Joseph Pitruzzelli & Tyler Wilson

Mr. Novodor,
I thought I’d write you once as a courtesy rather than posting what I have to say in my
blogs. Although this letter could always end up there as well. You know from my blogs
what I think of your clients, Joseph Pitruzzelli and Tyler Wilson, so I’ll try to keep the
more colorful descriptions of who they are to me to a minimum. As far as I’m
concerned, your clients violated my rights and disrupted my life, my health, my well
being, not to mention my productivity as an artist with their on-going 24 hour illegal use
of the Artist in Residence loft next to me at 808 E. 3rd St. as a commercial warehouse,
and I’m not going to argue that point since you and I both know your clients were cited
by the city of Los Angeles for that on-going illegal use by them for their business next
door, Wurstkuche Restaurant . It is something I have very well documented as you
know and I’m happy to share that documentation and my personal opinions of your
outrageously arrogant clients with the world. That is the real problem that your clients
have with what’s on line and they know it! It’s a mirror I’ve held up to them.
Your wonderful clients, Joseph Pitruzzelli and Tyler Wilson made my studio and my life
a living nightmare for me and that’s the truth. That’s the fact they want to hide now.
This law suit is nothing more than frivolous harassment and a continuation of the daily
harassment I got from your clients after they moved in next door to me in the LA Arts
District. For them to try and play the victim after what they did to me is just beyond
pathetic and just reinforces what I’ve said in my blogs! Do your clients really think they
can erase the history of how they actually arrived in the LA Arts District on my back with
the illegal use of that loft that was next to me? Do they really think they can erase my

diaries, my blogs, my personal opinions? This is an obvious attempt to totally violate
my first amendment rights to say or write about who they are to me from my own
personal experiences and what they did to me as their actual arts district neighbor next
door. They were horrendous neighbors!
It’s funny that my blogs and my opinion now seem to matter to them, Councilor.
Because they could have cared less what I thought when I was their actual neighbor
and posted many of my blogs on their front door at 808. But before that, and what they
seem to forget, I tried to be very nice to them and tried to reason with them about what
they were doing for well over a year, as their on-going disruption grew like a monster
along with their self serving arrogance! I begged them to respect the fact that 808 was
an Artist in Residence building. Not a warehouse as your clients treated it! That was
my home! That was my studio! That was my creative live / work space long before
your idiot clients arrived in the arts district! But with your client’s success, came their
blatant and overwhelming egoism and lack of any consideration of their neighbors what
so ever. They just didn’t care. They were making too much money on their overpriced
mediocre sausage to care about anything but themselves! How republican of them!
Wurstkuche’s manager who I was very friendly with blatantly told me that: “Joseph and
Tyler have a fuck David attitude…”, with regards to my very real complaints about their
illegal and disruptive use of the AIR unit next to me on a 24 hour basis. And “fuck
David” is exactly what your clients did to me because instead of being considerate in
any way shape or form, they just tried to turn it around and harassed me, trying to turn
me into the bad guy for standing up for my own personal rights as they violated them on
a daily basis! Your clients literally tried to ruin my life with a blatantly false police report
and bullshit restraining order! Then never showed up in court to justify all the
outrageous lies they packed into it! What integrity they have!
Your clients, Joseph Pitruzzelli and Tyler Wilson have been unscrupulous and totally
sleazy in their actions and that’s the nicest thing I can say about them, and I just won’t
forgive that. I endured two years of your clients self serving arrogance, their self
righteousness and their torturous none stop disruption of my rights and my life, and on a
24 hour basis with their illegal use of the long time Artist in Residence loft next to me as
nothing more than a giant storage closet. A noisy commercial warehouse that was
wrong from the very start and the landlord knew that too and as I’m sure you know, was
also cited by the city of Los Angeles for Wurstkuche Restaurant’s illegal use of 808 E.
3rd St. Your clients continued lack of any conscience about what they did to me has
been and continues to be appalling and only strengthens my resolve to fight back the
way I do best… Creatively!
Now, I’ll be waiting to see if your clients actually file a financial disclosure with a
correlation to my blogs or anything at all that actually proves that my blogs have
somehow or in any way cost your clients money while you yourself very well know that
their business has reportedly been booming and even expanding to now subject Venice

beach to Wurstkuche’s over priced mediocre sausage. And even if my blogs did
somehow cost your clients a sausage or two, everything I’ve written about your clients,
Joseph Pitruzzelli and Tyler Wilson is absolutely true! So it’s still not defamation! So as
I said today in court… This suit is a FRAUD! Just like Joseph Pitruzzelli and Tyler
Wilson as far as I’m concerned.
They can chase me to New York if they want, but I will continue to post the truth about
what your xenolith clients did to me! Every word I’ve written is the truth and
unfortunately from my own personal experiences with both Joseph Pitruzzelli and Tyler
Wilson and they very well know it. There is nothing the courts can do or say that will
change what your clients consciously did to me or how I feel about them. And as you
know and can see from my blogs, I have no problem in speaking my mind about who
they are to me and how I do actually feel about them.
Again, what your clients did to me as there neighbor was absolutely inexcusable and
they have yet to accept one ounce of responsibility. They invaded my life and the arts
district with their none stop noise, smoke and their arrogant self serving corporate
attitude and made my life an on-going living hell as their neighbor. That’s what your
defending Councilor. I’ve had four AIR lofts in the Arts District since 1982. Three of
them within about 500 feet of where Wurstkuche is now and I’ve never experienced
anything like this until your clients invaded the neighborhood with their massively
disruptive footprint. They are the worst neighbors I have ever had in the arts district and
they are the anti-artists of the arts district as far as I’m concerned and I’ll continue to
speak my mind in my blogs and articles.
I know your clients want to try and hide the consistency in my blogs that show the truth
as well as my harsh opinions of them from my own experiences with them and I’m going
to tell you bluntly, I’m not going to allow that to happen. As I’m sure you know,
WurstkucheSucks.com was just created and is now on line as a direct result of this
frivolous harassment law suit that your clients have filed against me. At the moment,
“suck” is about the only four letter word on that site. So what are your clients going to
do about that? Is that site “defamation” too? Maybe they should target a bad reviewer
on Yelp for the next law suit!
There are so many other colorful domain names I can and will register if your clients
want to continue to pester me with their egos, as well as places I can and will post,
repost and keep my blogs and all my collected multimedia evidence against them on
line, it will make you and your clients dizzy. Or are my photos and sound files and
straight forward descriptions on WurstkucheSucks.com “defamation” too?
What are your clients going to do if other people, named or un-named, are reposting my
blogs or collected evidence? Or even new blogs of their own about the arts district and
what I went through as your client’s artist neighbor? Your clients seem to forget that I
have 30 years of friends in the arts district that feel just like I do about Wurstkuche’s

noisy arrival and the congestion they have brought to the neighborhood. Fortunately for
them, they are not directly next door as I was. But they do all know what I went through.
Your clients made my artist loft an unlivable nightmare! And that long time artist loft will
never be an artist’s loft again! Now it’s a retail clothing store priced for yuppies like your
clients, not for artists!
What are your clients going to do about blogs on domains that I won’t own or have any
control over? You will never be able to stop me, my friends or anyone for that matter
from reposting my blogs or writing their own. And I will solicit them to be reposted to
make sure they don’t disappear. Especially on a Russian server or any foreign servers
for that matter. Your clients will never be able to remove those or have them removed
from multiple mirrored servers and archives. The internet is scanned, saved and
archived regularly by all of the big search engines. The truth of what they did to me will
be around and on line for a long long time to come and it should be! This is history!
This is the truth and your clients damn well know it! There is not one thing in my blogs
that isn’t true and I will make sure the world continues to know the true history of what
happen to me and how your corporate clients started their business by illegally using
the AIR loft next to me and literally torturing me, the artist next door, out of my own
studio in the LA Arts District with their lack of any conscience what so ever! That is
Joseph Pitruzzelli and Tyler Wilson’s pathetic legacy and they created it themselves! I
won’t let it be forgotten because that is the truth and a legacy that is very well deserved!
Now, that all said, I’m going to give your clients an option to stop this now that I’m sure
they will hate and probably not take. … I will sell them “WurstkucheSucks.com” and any
other relative domain that may have already been registered, as well, I will take down
my web site’s personal blogs about your client’s myself. But it comes at a price for what
they did to me... And your clients set that sale price themselves in your own law suit.
Ironic, huh?
I really don’t expect you or your clients to agree. Tyler’s arrogant ego alone would
never allow it, I’m sure. But I thought I’d throw the offer out so I can feel that I did try to
be reasonable before I went forward. If I have no response from you by the 10th of
February, I’ll consider that a “NO” and will just assume your clients want to continue to
try and harass me for asserting my first amendment rights to speak my mind about what
they have done.
To be honest, it gives me no end of pleasure that your clients don’t like my blogs and
inspires me to keep documenting my feelings and my experience of what they did to me
and how I feel about them for this continued harassment. And if they want to continue
after the 10th of this month, I will go out of my way to post my blogs on multiple domains,
foreign and domestic that I have no personal control over. The truth obviously hurts
them and they deserve nothing less than all the aggravation that they gave me as there
neighbor and continue to give me now as they try to harass me with this unfounded law
suit. So “in for a penny, in for a pound.”

If your clients want to once again be maliciously irksome toward me a year after I was
forced out of my own arts district studio as a direct result of their arrival, I’ll be damned if
I’m going to stop telling the world the truth about what disruptive, deceptive, self serving
corporate jackasses they were and still are to me.
All this suit has done is fortify my resolve to double my effort to now get the truth out
there, weather I personally post it or not! And if your clients don’t stop their frivolous
harassment and I ever feel forced to bring in an attorney, it’s going to be a pit bull. And
it’s not going to be to defend myself because there is nothing to defend. It will be to
paper the hell out of them and file my own harassment charges for an amount that will
make the point of how much they have violated my rights and my life from the first
moment they arrived, and the stress they created that started with the illegal and
documented living hell they created in 808 E. 3rd St. and what they put me through as
their neighbor from moment one with those illegal activities to now, three years later,
with this blatantly non sequitur nuisance suit that has so much blatantly frivolous crap in
it already, it should be used as toilet paper!
Your clients are lucky I have other plans and priorities at the moment and that I’m fairly
confident in the first amendment and that this ridiculous law suit they filed has no actual
merit. And since you seem to now have filed something to keep me out of my own trial
because you know I’m speaking the truth and that truth will hurt your case, I guess I’ll
trust the courts common sense to protect those first amendment rights to be able to call
an asshole an asshole. So knock yourself out!
I guarantee any new law suit that I’d have to file will have merit and years of multimedia
documentation and will also come with a whole new series of new articles and new
blogs about why another law suit is again being filed by a Los Angeles Arts District Artist
against Wurstkuche’s wonderful owners, Joseph Pitruzzelli and Tyler Wilson! And then
we can just start this all over again!
Your clients have until the 10th of February to do the right thing.

David Goldner

Ps… I suggest you and your clients read my blogs and actually listen to the consistency
of what I said between all the splashes of literary color.

